Yale University and all of us at the OISS are committed to supporting you during this global health crisis. We are truly in uncharted territory, but we will navigate through this together.

As you well know, the guidance on COVID-19 and how to best diminish its impact is dynamic and fast-moving. Since we are in an environment of fast paced and evolving information, please make sure to regularly check the Yale COVID-19 Information page and refer back to our FAQs below.

Now more than ever, we need to watch out for each other and treat each other with respect. That is why, it is vital that we all act proactively and follow all health guidelines and observe social distancing to safeguard our own health and the well-being of those with whom we come in contact.

Best wishes to you and your families.
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For Students

FAQs for Current Students
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For Scholars

FAQs for Scholars
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Faculty & Department Administrators

FAQs for Yale Departments
Premium Processing Suspended [7]

Additional Information

International Travel [8]
Taxes during COVID-19 [9]

OISS Hours & Access [10]

Per University guidance OISS is temporarily suspending in-person advising. All OISS programs and events have been postponed. Read more [10].

Resources

We've gathered resources from the University and across the web on various topics like Mental Health & Wellness [11], Staying Active [12], Working Remotely [13], Fun Things to Keep You Busy [14], and Grocery & Food Delivery [15].

Important Links

Yale

Yale University's COVID-19 Site [1]
Yale Health Site [16]
Yale Leaders talk about COVID-19 Video Series [17]
YaleNews stories on COVID-19 [18]
Yale Postdoctoral Association COVID-19 Resources [19]

Local & Nationwide

CDC's COVID-19 Site [20]
City of New Haven's COVID-19 Site [21]
Free Access to New York Times Coronavirus Coverage [22]
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